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Resolution of Issues Raised by Non-Concurrence NCP-2015-005 
Rateb (Boby) Abu-Eid and Duane Schmidt, NMSS/DUWP 

 
Introduction 
The subject of this proposed resolution is the non-concurrence NCP-2015-005, which relates to 
DUWP-ISG-01, Evaluations of Uranium Recovery Facility Surveys of Radon and Radon 
Progeny in Air and Demonstrations of Compliance with 10 CFR 20.1301 (the ISG). The non-
concurring staff (NCE) and the principal author (author) of the ISG, respectively, have discussed 
issues raised by the NCE and mutually agreed to resolve key issues raised by the non-
concurrence. Discussion of issues raised in the non-concurrence and proposed resolutions are 
addressed below. It is noted that the version of the ISG under discussion is the working draft of 
May 5, 2015 (in ADAMS at ML15051A002, version of 05/05/2015).  
 
1. Screening Approach for Compliance 
 
1.1 Summary of Concern 
Due to the highly conservative assumptions, approaches, and selected defaults as shown on 
Figure 1 of the ISG (Page 7); the non-concurrence proposed that the guidance should be 
developed into a two-tiered approach: a) a screening approach (using a simplified formula and 
selection of default parameters on the conservative side of parameter distributions), and b) a 
site-specific approach (which could be used when the screening approach does not show 
compliance).  
 
1.2 Discussion 
After discussion of this key issue it appears to the author that the presence of the flowchart 
figure (on page 7 of the ISG) might be showing an NRC staff preference for use of the method 
described in the figure as the method for compliance with 10 CFR 20.1301. That was not the 
intent of the ISG or the figure. The author believes that the intent of the Figure and associated 
text guidance was to describe the different methods that could be used for compliance but not to 
require licensees to use any particular method. It thus appears to the author that the inclusion of 
the flowchart figure and associated text could be misleading. 
 
1.3 Proposed Changes to ISG 
Delete the flowchart figure on page 7 and the paragraph immediately preceding it (bottom of 
page 6). 
 
1.4 NCE and Author Resolution 
The NCE and the author agree that the proposed change is acceptable and further agree that 
the change resolves the issue. 
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2. NCP Concerns Regarding Inherent Issues in Radon Measurements for Demonstration 
of Compliance:  
 
2.1 Summary of Concern 
The non-concurrence indicated that the guidance did not appropriately address key issues 
inherent to radon measurements to demonstrate compliance pertaining to: (i) radon detection 
limits using conventional techniques; (ii) uncertainties and variability in background 
measurements; (iii) unrealistic assumptions of key defaults (e.g.; occupancy and equilibrium 
factor); (iv) propagation of uncertainties, comparison with measurements compliance levels, and  
consideration of risk-informed approach as directed by the Commission.     
 
 2.1.1 Radon Detection Limits Using Conventional Techniques: 

 
Summary 
The non-concurrence stated: “The levels of 0.1 and 0.2 pCi/L are difficult to measure 
with reasonable certainty to enforce regulatory compliance because of the inherent issue 
in radon detection limits using conventional techniques.” Further, the ISG is inconsistent 
with RG 4.14 recommendations that the measurement uncertainty (one standard 
deviation) should be no greater than 10% of the measured value.” 
 
Discussion 
In Section 4.5, the ISG states: “The relative uncertainty in net radon concentration 
should be reasonable relative to the magnitude of the calculated doses. RG 4.14 
recommends that the measurement uncertainty (one standard deviation) should be no 
greater than 10% of the measured value.” In Section 5 of RG 4.14, MDCs are 
recommended and then additional recommendations on measurement uncertainty are 
given as follows: 

Obviously, if the actual concentrations of radionuclides being sampled are higher 
than the lower limits of detection indicated above, the sampling and analysis 
procedures need only be adeuate to measure the actual concentrations. In such 
cases, the standard deviation estimated for random error of the analysis should 
be no greater than 10% of the measured value. 

From this paragraph, it appears the current statement in the ISG is correct but may be 
incomplete because not all of the paragraph from the RG was included. 
 
From discussions, the NCE is concerned that the 10% recommendation may not be 
achievable and may not be necessary.  
 
Proposed Changes to ISG 
In Section 4.5 of the ISG, where the 10% recommendation is given, add additional 
context from the paragraph from RG 4.14.  
 
Recommend also adding a statement that the 10% uncertainty concept may be 
unachievable at low-levels of concentration. Therefore, staff should evaluate quality of 
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the data and adequacy of instruments used as practicable. Re-emphasize the point from 
the RG 4.14 paragraph that sampling and analysis procedures need to be adequate to 
measure the actual concentrations. 
 
NCE and Author Resolution:  
The NCE and the author agree that the proposed change is acceptable and further 
agree that the change resolves the issue. 
 

 
2.1.2 Uncertainties and variability in background measurements: 
 

Summary 
The NCE believes there are large inherent uncertainties in background measurements 
due to spatial and temporal variability in background conditions. The non-concurrence 
states that “the guidance should clearly request long-term measurements covering 12 
months in duration;” and address such uncertainties for such duration considering 
background measurements and how uncertainty in background could be considered 
when compared to compliance levels.  Proper statistical approach considering standard 
deviations need to be discussed and explained further.   Discussions between the author 
and NCE have clarified that the comment is referring to measurements being taken over 
the time period of at least a year and assessment of sufficiency of background 
measurements to justify statistical approach for subtraction of background.  
 
Discussion 
Section 4.8 of the ISG clearly indicates that annual average concentrations (of radon in 
air) should be used in compliance demonstrations. Currently, most, and perhaps all, 
licensees are using 3- or 6- month measurements but measurements are made 
continually over 6-months to a calendar year. Thus, licensees are obtaining results that 
can be and are used to calculate annual average concentrations.  
 
Proposed Changes to ISG: 
No changes beyond what is discussed in Section 3 below are proposed.  
 
NCE and Author Resolution:  
Regarding the duration of the measurement period to obtain appropriate data for 
compliance and for statistical approaches, the author and the NCE agree that the 
existing language in the ISG is sufficient and no changes are needed. 
 
Regarding the statistical approaches to evaluating indistinguishability (including the 
consideration of the +/- 2 sigma values of acceptable background measurements in 
relation to average concentration and how close the sigma values to the required 
compliance levels), this issue is discussed in Section 3 below. The NCE and the author 
agree that the resolution described in Section 3 below is acceptable.  
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2.1.3 Unrealistic assumptions of defaults (e.g.; occupancy and equilibrium factor): 
 

Summary 
The NCE has proposed that the default equilibrium factor is too high and should be set 
at 0.4 (rather than 0.5). NCE also raised concerns regarding the default occupancy 
factor of 1.00 as too high and represents the 100 percentile on the conservative side 
assuming the exposed individual is located at the same place 24/7/365. NCE believes 
this key default occupancy factor should be set to 0.75 or 0.8, rather than the current 
1.0.  
 
Discussion 
These two items are grouped together because the determination of an appropriate 
default parameter value has a common basis. As described in Section 4.12.3 of the ISG, 
the receptor for compliance with the public dose limit of 10 CFR 20.1301 is the 
maximally exposed actual individual. Default parameter values proposed by the NCE are 
parameter values appropriate for the average member of a population or the average 
member of the critical group. For information, the relevant paragraph from Section 4.12.3 
of the ISG is: 

NRC staff reviewers should note that licensees do not have to make conservative 
assumptions about occupancy factors. If licensees use more realistic occupancy 
factors, NRC staff reviewers should evaluate the justification carefully. The public 
dose limit of 10 CFR 20.1301 applies to individual members of the public, not to 
hypothetical individuals. Thus, occupancy factors must address occupancy of the 
actual individuals. It would be inappropriate to apply occupancy factors that were 
developed to apply to a hypothetical person (for example, a value intended to 
represent an average member of a critical group), as such a value may be non-
conservative for certain individuals around the facility. One acceptable method 
that may be used to determine occupancy factors is to interview the potentially 
exposed people. Based on results of the interview, individual occupancy factors 
can be created based on each person’s lifestyle and habits. 
 

 
NCE and Author Resolution:  
The author and NCE disagreed about the value of the equilibrium factor and occupancy 
factor that should be considered defaults or generally acceptable and about the basis for 
the decision on generally acceptable values. 
 
Author Position: 
The author notes that §20.1302(b)(1) describes that when dose assessments are 
performed as the compliance method, the dose is that “to the individual likely to 
receive the highest dose from the licensed operation…” [emphasis added] This 
language from the regulations clearly indicates that the dose limit applies to an 
individual, and it is the person receiving or likely to receive the highest dose.  
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The author agrees with the current version of the ISG that the receptor for compliance is 
a maximally exposed individual. The author thus agrees with the current default values 
of the two parameters. The author disagrees with changing the generally acceptable 
equilibrium factor (0.5) and the default occupancy factor (1.0). The author notes that the 
values of equilibrium factor and occupancy factor proposed by the NCE are values 
developed for average for a critical group or for overall population averages, and are 
thus inappropriate to use for individual members of the public. The Author suggests that 
the wording in the current paragraph of Section 4.12.3 of the ISG (reproduced above) 
should be clarified by addition of the requirement of §20.1302(b)(1) and by removing the 
language about hypothetical individuals to focus on not being applicable to a group or a 
statistical representation of a group of people.  
 
NCE Position: 
10 CFR Part 20.1301 States: “Source: 56 FR 23398, May 21, 1991, unless otherwise 
noted. § 20.1301 Dose limits for individual members of the public. 
(a) Each licensee shall conduct operations so that - (1) The total effective dose 
equivalent to individual members of the public from the licensed operation does not 
exceed 0.1 rem (1 mSv) in a year, exclusive of the dose contributions from background 
radiation, from any administration the individual has received, from exposure to 
individuals administered radioactive material and released under § 35.75, from voluntary 
participation in medical research programs, and from the licensee's disposal of 
radioactive material into sanitary sewerage in accordance with § 20.2003, and (2) The 
dose in any unrestricted area from external sources, exclusive of the dose contributions 
from patients administered radioactive material and released in accordance with §35.75, 
does not exceed 0.002 rem (0.02 millisievert) in any one hour. 

The NCE contends that staff should be able to consider the receptor to be an 
average member of the critical group (e.g.; maximally exposed members of the 
public). In that case, it would be appropriate to use default parameter values 
appropriate for an average member of a critical group. For the equilibrium value 
of 0.4, the NCE cites the NCRP recommended value and IAEA Specific Safety 
Guide SSG-32, Protection of the Public against Exposure Indoors due to Radon 
and Other Natural Sources of Radiation, 2015. Thus, the values of 0.4 for default 
(or generally acceptable) equilibrium factor is appropriate and should be used in 
the ISG.  The value of 80% occupancy (based on NCRP and IAEA same 
documents) should be considered appropriate and recommended to be used in 
the ISG as the default. If licensees use values less than 80%, justification should 
be provided. If a value greater than 80% is used, some limited justification may 
be appropriate.  

 
Proposed Changes to ISG and Resolution 
While the NCE and author may not be entirely convinced by the other’s argument, the 
NCE and author nevertheless are reconciled to what is thought the best achievable 
direction, with the following. The generally acceptable value of 0.5 for the equilibrium 
factor is acceptable. Regarding the occupancy factor, the current approach regarding 
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use of a value of 1 (i.e., 100%) is acceptable, but this approach should be described as 
a screening approach. In addition, the author will consider additional changes to the ISG 
text to ensure it is clear that 100% is conservative, realistic cases would almost always 
have lower occupancy, and licensees can perform case-specific analyses using other 
values when appropriate and justified.  
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2.1.4 Propagation of uncertainties, comparison with measurements compliance levels, 
and consideration of risk-informed approach as directed by the Commission. 

 
Summary  
NCP suggested that “staff should use standard methods for propagating uncertainty 
such as provided in Chapter 19 of MARLAP manual to validate use of data.”  The NCP 
contemplates adding a discussion of MARLAP approach and how the uncertainty could 
impact decision for demonstration of compliance. NCE believes that simple examples 
demonstrating an approach to propagation of uncertainty would add more value and 
minimize ambiguity regarding this important review element. 

 
Discussion 
Section 4.5 of the ISG already includes the following statement: “In evaluating 
uncertainty, NRC staff should use standard methods for propagating uncertainty; one 
source of guidance on measurement uncertainty evaluations is Chapter 19 of the 
MARLAP manual (NRC 2004).”  

 
Proposed Changes to ISG 
The text already discusses (briefly) what was proposed. However, the text should be 
enhanced to emphasize to staff and licensees the importance of understanding the total 
uncertainty (and thus the propagation of uncertainty concepts) especially in certain 
cases, such as where levels are low relative to background.  

 
NCE and Author Resolution 
The NCE and the author agree that the proposed change is acceptable and sufficient.  
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3. Generic Statistical Approaches to Evaluate Compliance 
 
3.1 Summary of Concern 
The non-concurrence proposed that the ISG should “address statistical approaches to 
demonstrate compliance…” As included in Section 7 below (see item [e]), the non-concurrence 
also suggested a specific statistical approach as follows: radon concentrations should be 
compared with 2 sigma above background for average annual background levels at different 
locations. It was further proposed that for values above 2 sigma above background and with 
calculated dose greater than 100 mrem/yr regulatory enforcement and actions should be taken; 
for values within 2 sigma above background (calculated dose not specified) optimization should 
be requested; and for values below 2 sigma above background no action should be taken.  
 
3.2 Discussion 
The ISG specifically addressed (Section 4.5, bottom of page 16 and page 17) whether 
uncertainty of measurement should be directly considered in what value should be compared to 
compliance criteria. The ISG specifically recommended that it is inappropriate to represent the 
background concentration by the average plus some multiple of the standard deviation. The 
proposal to only take action at concentrations greater than 2 sigma above background is 
essentially what is recommended against. One reason to not take that approach is that it would 
be similar to assuming in advance that the licensee was in compliance. That is an inappropriate 
stance to take as a regulator. 
 
However, the author and the NCE acknowledge that there may be some cases where accurate 
measurements are made and the results for a receptor (or some compliance monitoring 
location) will not be statistically distinguishable from the background concentrations. If this case 
occurs, there should be some flexibility for licensees to show that the results at the compliance 
location cannot be distinguished from background. The author and the NCE agree that 
representing background by background plus 2 sigma is an inappropriate way to accomplish 
this. Instead, there are standard statistical tests that could be used to compare data from the 
compliance location to data from the background location. Nevertheless, the State of Colorado 
has adopted the NCE recommendation (+ 2 sigma above background) as well as the HPS 
accepted this approach at compliance levels close to background.   
 
The author expresses a concern that the methods recommended should not result in 
conclusions of no statistical difference when insufficient numbers of measurements have been 
performed. This concern can be addressed by requiring that if licensees choose this method to 
show that no statistical difference (between a compliance location and background) exists, the 
licensee should continue to collect data for additional years and in future years perform the 
statistical tests with the accumulated data from multiple years.  
 
3.3 Proposed Changes to ISG 
Section 4.5 of the (current working draft version of the) ISG includes discussion of evaluations 
of statistically significant differences between measured radon concentrations at receptor 
locations compared to concentrations at a background location. This discussion could be 
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revised somewhat to provide more specificity on statistical methods that could be acceptable. 
Below is the discussion on this topic from the ISG, with markup shown to indicate potential 
changes. 

“In some cases, licensees may evaluate whether statistically significant differences exist 
between measured radon concentration for multiple locations; in particular, comparing 
concentrations at background locations to those at other locations (e.g., potential receptor 
locations) or comparing among multiple background measurement locations. NRC staff 
should evaluate these statistical comparisons and should verify that licensees have used 
appropriate statistical tests. Some useful statistical references are Helsel and Hirsch (2002), 
Gilbert (1987), and NRC (2011). Staff also should consider two references that, while 
developed for evaluation of site cleanup and ground-water monitoring data, respectively, 
include methods relevant to evaluations of data for radon in air: NRC (1998), which includes 
a nonparametric method to demonstrating indistinguishability from background; and EPA 
(2009), which includes discussions of statistical evaluation methods and the establishment 
of background. In most cases, the data would be paired data (e.g., receptor location 
and background location at the same time). For paired data, tests for paired data (or 
matched-pair tests) should be used. Appropriate tests could include the sign test, 
Wilcoxon signed rank test (not to be confused with the Wilcoxon rank sum test), or 
paired t test. Staff should evaluate whether assumptions of the tests (symmetric 
distribution of differences for the Wilcoxon signed rank test; normal distribution of 
differences for the paired t test) have been met.”  
 
If licensees conclude that concentrations at potential compliance locations are 
indistinguishable from background, staff should verify that the monitoring program was 
sufficient to identify differences below the difference that would result in doses at the limit of 
100 mrem/yr. For statistical comparisons, staff should consider the complication that 
concentrations at different locations may rise and fall in unison with time (e.g., seasonal 
variations). Due to such temporal variability, data for all locations used in the comparisons 
should represent the same time period. Also, staff may consider a method to adjust for 
these temporal fluctuations (Lang et al. 1987). Staff also should consider whether a 
sufficient time period of data (and thus sufficient number of data points) has been 
collected to make a determination on statistical differences between locations; in some 
cases, it would be acceptable to have more than one year of data on which to base 
such statistical comparisons.  Licensees may commit to collect data for additional 
years and continue to perform the statistical tests in future years with the cumulative 
data from multiple years. For this purpose, the data are not used to determine an annual 
dose for compliance, so more than one year of data may be acceptable, but NRC staff 
should consider that compliance with the public dose limit is on an annual basis. 

 
 
3.4 NCE and Author Resolution 
While the NCE and author may not be entirely convinced by the other’s argument, the NCE and 
author nevertheless are reconciled to what is thought the best achievable direction, with the 
following. The NCE and the author agree that the proposed wording changes are acceptable. 
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The author will also consider additional changes to the ISG text to indicate that there may 
difficulties with using the statistical tests when limited data (e.g., only one year worth of data) 
are available, and to indicate that staff may consider other approaches to evaluating 
indistinguishability, on a case-by-case basis. If one of the comments on the last public draft of 
the ISG specifically recommended using the 2 sigma approach, the author will also reevaluate 
the response to that comment, to not completely reject the approach.  
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4. Pros and Cons of Instrumentation Techniques  
4.1 Summary of Concern 
The non-concurrence proposed that the ISG “…should discuss pros and cons of using different 
instrumentation techniques to support NRC inspections. Instrument[s] of good, low MDLs can 
be used for validation of models only.” 
 
4.2 Discussion 
Section 4.4 of the ISG is the following: 

The “Standard Review Plan for In Situ Leach Uranium Extraction License Applications” 
(NUREG 1569) refers to RG 4.14 for discussion of radon sampling methods. RG 4.14 
recommends that samples for radon in air be collected continuously at the same locations, 
or for at least one week per month. Specific collection methods are not provided in RG 4.14.  
 
This ISG does not attempt to provide information on all measurement methods. Typically, 
passive alpha-track detectors are used to measure environmental levels of radon and these 
devices have been used at most uranium recovery facilities. Other methods also may be 
used. 

 
4.3 Proposed Changes to ISG 
Consider adding brief text on newly developed instrumentation with better (lower) MDCs. 
Consult with URLB staff on possible additional text. Staff should be careful not to endorse any 
specific instrument or device. 
 
4.4 NCE and Author Resolution 
The author and NCE agree with the proposed change to the ISG and the issue is resolved. 
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5. Dose modeling Approach 
The non-concurrence indicates: 

The proposed  resolution of using “site-specific risk-informed dose modeling approach” 
includes: (a) conduct accurate measurements at release points with determination of  
radon concentration and equilibrium factor and nature of the source in terms of 
geometry, elevation, its relationship to wind direction, (b) determine real receptor 
location and behavior characteristics (e.g.; time spent in doors time spent outdoors and 
time off-site, etc.;); (c) conduct probabilistic dose analysis to derive best estimate of the 
annual dose [, if code modified to allow such analysis]; (d) [measure] outdoor radon 
concentration levels if they are not derived, convert best estimate of the dose into radon 
concentration levels for indoor and outdoor; and (e) Compare with average annual 
background level at different locations.  Consider values above 2 sigma of background 
values measured on annual basis. If radon levels above 2 sigma values and derived 
dose is above 100 mrem/y implement regulatory enforcement and actions; if derived 
radon levels within 2 sigma background; request optimization; and if below no action 
should be taken. 

 
This suggestion includes a number of sub-suggestions (some were addressed already bu 
repeated for integration of issues related to dose modeling), which are addressed separately 
below. 
 
5ab. Appropriate Default Parameter Values for Equilibrium Factor and Occupancy 
Factor 
 
This issue is discussed in Section 2.1.3 above. The resolution described in that section is 
acceptable to the NCE and author. 
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5cd. Probabilistic Dose Analysis and Verification/Benchmarking of Codes 
5cd.1 Summary of Concern 
In Item (c), the non-concurrence proposed resolution includes “…(c) conduct probabilistic dose 
analysis to derive best estimate of the annual dose.” In Item (d), the non-concurrence suggests 
after code development for site-specific analysis, converting best estimate of the dose into 
radon concentration levels for indoor and outdoor 
 
The non-concurrence also states that current staff common [computer] codes are unvalidated 
(e.g.; needs to be verified and bench-marked for the models used). The NCE has suggested 
that the ISG should recommend that the code be verified and bench-marked.  
 
5cd.2 Discussion 
Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of the ISG state that based on calculated or measured radon release 
rates, the radon concentration at the unrestricted area boundary or receptor locations can be 
calculated using standard atmospheric dispersion calculations or an appropriate computer code. 
Section 4.5 of the ISG includes a recommendation that overall uncertainty in the licensee’s 
calculations of net radon concentrations should be evaluated. These recommendations do not 
require that licensees or staff use probabilistic calculations to determine potential dose, but 
probabilistic methods would be one method that could be used.  
 
It was not the intent to provide in the ISG prescriptive details on how modelling should be 
performed.  
 
Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 of the ISG do mention MILDOS-AREA as an example of a computer 
code that might be used. As stated by the non-concurrence, the MILDOS-AREA code is not 
currently verified in its internal calculations and benchmarked.  
 
Also we note that the MILDOS code was not developed yet to conduct probabilistic analysis as 
was envisioned earlier.  
 
5cd.3 Proposed Changes to ISG 
Add to Section 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 a recommendation along the lines of: “If computer codes are 
used for transport calculations, licensees should use versions that have been verified and 
benchmarked against similar models or codes, when practicable.  
 
In Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, there is a recommendation that when models are used there should 
also be measurements or a commitment to measure radon or radon progeny in air “to provide 
confirmation or validation” that regulatory limits are not exceeded. In these recommendations, 
the word “validation” may be too strong, as true validation of a model for a site may not be 
feasible. The recommendation should be changed, to either: (i) change the word “validation” to 
something like “calibration” or “corroboration;” or (ii) use a phrase along the lines of: 
“measurements of radon or radon progeny in air should be made and modelled concentrations 
should be comparable to measured valued or differences should be explained and understood.” 
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Add to the ISG emphasis on conducting sensitivity analysis to facilitate staff and licensee review 
of selection of most sensitive parameters.  
 
5cd.4 NCE and Author Resolution 
The current version of the ISG is  open to using probabilistic methods for uncertainty analysis. 
Because MILDOS does not have probabilistic capabilities, it is less practical to recommend 
probabilistic analyses be performed (without a tool). However, without such modeling, it is 
important for sensitivity of parameters to be considered, so that focus is placed on parameters 
that are most sensitive for the dose calculations.  
 
The NCE and author agree on the proposed changes to the ISG and this resolves the issues. 
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5e. Comparison of Upper Confidence Level of Dose to Dose Limit  
 
5e.1 Summary of Concern 
In Item (e), the non-concurrence suggests that radon concentrations should be compared to 
background plus two sigma as an action levels. The non-concurrence suggested actions as 
follows: (i) if radon concentrations are greater than 2 sigma above background and the derived 
dose is greater than 100 mrem/yr, regulatory enforcement and actions should be implemented; 
(ii) if radon concentrations are within (do not exceed) background plus 2 sigma, request 
optimization (ALARA); and (iii) if radon concentrations are below (below background plus two 
sigma, no action should be taken. 
 
5e.2 Discussion 
In discussions between the NCE and Author, it appears there was a concern about the 
statistical approach used for comparison of the calculated dose to the public dose limit, in terms 
of whether and how uncertainty should be explicitly included. However, the suggestion to use an 
upper confidence level of the dose estimate for compliance was based on the idea that 
probabilistic modelling would be performed. Based on Section 5cd, above, that recommendation 
for probabilistic modelling is not feasible at this time. Thus, the recommendation to use an upper 
confidence level on estimated dose is also not feasible at this time. 
 
5e.3 Proposed Changes to ISG 
No change is proposed.  
 
5e.4 NCE and Author Resolution 
Based on the discussion above, the NCE and the author agree to not pursue the 
recommendation that an upper confidence level on the estimated be used to compare to the 
public dose limit.  
 
Regarding the suggestion about the 2 sigma method, see the discussion in Section 3 above. 
The resolution described in that section is agreeable to the NCE and author. 
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6. Main Conclusion: 
 
The NCE and the principal author have addressed and resolved key non-concurrence 
issues.  There are other subsidiary issues that can be addressed further and resolve 
through mutual agreement to modify the wording or to add explanatory text.    
 
 


